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ABSTRACT
We study the general time dependence of complexity for holographic states dual to Love-
lock black holes using the “Complexity=Action” (CA) proposal. We observe that at early
times, the critical time at which the complexity begins to increase is a decreasing function
of the higher order coupling constants, which implies that the complexity evolves faster
than that of Schwarzschild black holes. At late times, the rate of change of complexity is
essentially determined by the generalised Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term evaluated
at the future singularity. In particular, its ratio to black hole mass is a characteristic con-
stant, independent of the higher order couplings. Thus, in the vanishing coupling limit,
the result in general does not reduce to that of Schwarzschild black holes, in spite of that
the metric reduces to the latter as well as the gravitational action. In fact, the two differ
by a constant during the whole time evolution. Including the next-to-leading order term
around late times, we find that as the Einstein case, the late time limit is always approached
from above, thus violating any conjectured upper bound given by the late time result. For
charged Lovelock black holes, we find that with sufficient charge, the complexity roughly
behaves the same as the Einstein case. However, for smaller charges, the two have some
significant differences. In particular, unlike the Einstein case, in the uncharged limit the
complexity growth rate does not match with the neutral case, differing by a constant in the
whole time evolution.
Email: fanzhy@gzhu.edu.cn .
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1 Introduction
In the past decade, entanglement entropy has become one of the most exciting topics in
the AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3]. The holographic studies of entanglement entropy
[4] not only deepens our understanding of quantum entanglement in the boundary theories
but also opens a new window towards the nature of quantum gravity [5]. However, it was
argued in [6] that the entanglement entropy may not be enough to probe the degrees of
freedoms in black holes interior since the volume of black holes continues growing even if
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spacetimes reach thermal equilibrium. Instead, complexity was proposed to be the correct
quantity to characterize the interior of black holes.
Complexity is an important notion in computational science. It is defined by the mini-
mum number of gates needed to prepare a state of interest from a reference state. Roughly
speaking, complexity measures how hard it is to construct a target state from a given ini-
tial (usually unentangled) state. In other words, it is a kind of distance between states in
the Hilbert space. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, there are two popular proposals for
complexity, usually dubbed by “Complexity=Volume” (CV) duality [7, 8] and “Complex-
ity=Action” (CA) duality [9, 10]. The two conjectures have been extensively studied in
literature [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. However, there are some drawbacks for
the two proposals as well. This motivates people to search new proposals for complexity
[47, 48, 49]. In addition, the active research in holography promotes studies of complexity
for quantum field theories [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66]
as well as in condensed matter physics [67].
In this paper, we focus on the CA proposal. It states that the complexity of a holographic
state is dual to the gravitational action evaluated on a certain region of spacetimes, called
the Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) patch, which is defined as the causal development of a bulk
Cauchy surface that is anchored on the boundary state. One has
C = Igrav
pi~
, (1)
where ~ is the Planck constant which will be set to unity throughout this paper. By
using this proposal, the time dependence of complexity for neutral and charged black holes
in Einstein’s gravity has been well studied in [39]. However, from the point of view of
holography, it is of great interest to explore holographic applications of higher curvature
gravitational theories, see for example [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. The higher
curvature corrections in the bulk, according to the spirit of AdS/CFT, are dual to finite N
and finite coupling effects in the boundary CFTs and hence such bulk theories are dual to
more general CFTs than those dual to the Einstein’s gravity. In this paper, we would like
to generalize the discussions of [39] and study the full time dependence of complexity for
higher order gravities. In particular, to avoid ghost-like modes, we focus on Lovelock black
holes in our numerical studies, despite that our discussions for action growth rate are valid
to more general cases.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review
the thermodynamics of Lovelock black holes. In section 3, under reasonable assumption,
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we deduce the action growth rate for neutral black holes in higher curvature theories. In
section 4, we adopt the result in section 3 to numerically study the complexity growth
rate for black holes in third order Lovelock gravities. In section 5, we further examine the
complexity growth rate for charged Lovelock black holes. We conclude in section 6.
2 Thermodynamics of Lovelock black holes: a brief review
For later purpose, let’s first review the thermodynamics of Lovelock black holes. The
Lagrangian density for Lovelock gravities is given by
L = R+ (D − 1)(D − 2)`−2 +
[D−1
2
]∑
n=2
λn
(D − 1− 2n)!
(D − 3)! (−1)
n`2n−2 χ2n , (2)
where D is the spacetime dimensions, ` is the bare AdS radius, λn are higher order gravi-
tational coupling constants and χ2n are Euler densities, give by
χ2n =
(2n)!
2n
δ
[µ1···µn]
ν1···νn R
ν1ν2
µ1µ2 · · ·Rν2n−1ν2nµ2n−1µ2n . (3)
The static spherical/toric/hyperbolic solutions of the theories have been extensively studied
in literature, for example [78, 79, 80, 81, 82]. One has
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2D−2 ,k , (4)
where k = 1 , 0 ,−1 for which the dΩ2D−2 ,k is the metric for a (D − 2)-dimensional sphere,
torus and hyperboloid. The metric function f(r) according to the field equations is deter-
mined by
P
(`2(f(r)− k)
r2
)
=
16piGM`2
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1 , (5)
where M stands for the mass of the solutions and ωD−2 denotes the volume of the (D− 2)-
dimensional subspace. The function P (x) is a polynomial, given by
P (x) = 1− x+
[D−1
2
]∑
n=2
λnx
n . (6)
Since we are particularly interested in planar black holes in this paper, we shall take k = 0
at first in the following.
For a black hole solution, the event horizon is defined by the largest root of the equation
f(rh) = 0. Then using the relation (5), one easily finds
M =
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1h
16piG`2
. (7)
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Moreover, evaluating the derivative with respect to r for (5) yields
f ′(rh) =
(D − 1)rh
`2
. (8)
Thus, the temperature of the solutions is given by
T =
f ′(rh)
4pi
=
(D − 1)rh
4pi`2
. (9)
On the other hand, the entropy of the solutions can be evaluated by using the Wald’s
entropy formula [83, 84] or the Jacobson-Myers’ result [85]. Interestingly, it was found that
the entropy for a planar Lovelock black hole is always equal to one quarter of the area of
the event horizon [78, 79, 80, 81]
S =
ωD−2rD−2h
4G
. (10)
Here it should be emphasized that the above results for planar black holes are valid to Love-
lock theories with arbitrary densities since the thermodynamic quantities do not explicitly
depend on any higher order coupling constant. On the contrary, for spherical/hyperbolic
black holes, the thermodynamic quantities are given by
M =
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1h
16piG`2
[
1 +
k`2
r2h
+
[D−1
2
]∑
n=2
λn
(
− k`
2
r2h
)n]
,
T = − k
2pirh
+
(D − 1)rh
4pi`2
1+ k`
2
r2
h
+
∑[D−12 ]
n=2 λn
(
− k`2
r2
h
)n
1−∑[D−12 ]n=2 nλn(− k`2r2
h
)n−1 ,
S =
ωD−2rD−2h
4G
[
1−
[D−1
2
]∑
n=2
n(D − 2)
D − 2n λn
(
− k`
2
r2h
)n−1]
, (11)
which however heavily depend on the higher order coupling constants.
From the above results, it is straightforward to verify that the thermodynamical first
law dM = TdS holds. In addition, for planar black holes there exists a generalised Smarr
formula M = D−2D−1TS which is associated to an extra scaling symmetry of the solutions
1
r → ar , (t , xi)→ a−1(t , xi) , f → a2f . (12)
It turns out that with a Maxwell field LA = −14F 2, the metric for electrically charged
solutions can still take the ansatz (4) whilst the gauge potential is solved as
A = Φ
(
1− r
D−3
h
rD−3
)
dt , (13)
1Under the scaling symmetry, the thermodynamic quantities behave as M → aD−1M ,T → aT , S →
aD−2S . The standard scaling dimensional arguments will lead to the generalised Smarr formula.
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where Φ is the chemical potential, given by (Q is the electric charge)
Φ =
16piGQ
(D − 3)ωD−2rD−3h
, Q =
1
16piG
∮
∗F . (14)
The metric function f(r) now is determined by
P
(`2(f(r)− k)
r2
)
=
16piGM`2
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1 −
128pi2G2Q2`2
(D − 2)(D − 3)ω2D−2r2(D−2)
, (15)
where the function P (x) is still given by (6). Following the neutral case, it is straightforward
to derive the mass and temperature for charged planar black holes. One has
M =
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1h
16piG`2
+
8piGQ2
(D − 3)ωD−2rD−3h
,
T =
(D − 1)rh
4pi`2
− 32piG
2Q2
(D − 2)ω2D−2r2D−5h
. (16)
The entropy is still given by (10). It follows that the first law dM = TdS + ΦdQ and the
generalised Smarr formula M = D−2D−1
(
TS + ΦQ
)
are satisfied.
In this paper, we are interested in the charged black holes with an inner horizon2. We
use the subscript “+” (“-”) to denote the thermodynamical quantities associated to the
outer (inner) horizon. In this convention, one has
A = Φ+
(
1− r
D−3
+
rD−3
)
dt , Φ± =
16piGQ
(D − 3)ωD−2rD−3±
, (17)
where Φ± are chemical potentials associated to the horizons, though Φ− does not have a
boundary dual. For later convenience, we would like to define the temperature on the inner
horizon as T− = −T+|r+←→r− . Explicitly one has
T± = ±(D − 1)r±
4pi`2
∓ 32piG
2Q2
(D − 2)ω2D−2r2D−5±
. (18)
Moreover, a useful relation to connect the outer and inner horizon is
M =
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1+
16piG`2
+
8piGQ2
(D − 3)ωD−2rD−3+
=
(D − 2)ωD−2rD−1−
16piG`2
+
8piGQ2
(D − 3)ωD−2rD−3−
. (19)
It is easy to check that the first law dM = ±T±dS + Φ±dQ holds as well as the generalised
Smarr formula M = D−2D−1
(± T±S± + Φ±Q).
2In general, the existence of an inner horizon for charged black holes constrains the higher order coupling
constants for Lovelock theories [34].
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3 Action growth rate for general higher order gravities
To study the full time dependence of complexity using the CA proposal, we shall first derive
the action growth rate for general higher order gravities of the type
Ibulk =
1
16piG
∫
M
dDx
√−gL(gµν ;Rµνρσ) . (20)
We consider generally static black hole solutions with spherical/hyperbolic/toric isometries
ds2 = −h(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2D−2 ,k . (21)
In general, the metric function h(r) 6= f(r), except for certain theories (for example, the
Lovelock gravities). Sometimes, it will be more convenient to perform the calculations using
the ingoing and outgoing coordinates
u = t+ r∗ ,
v = t− r∗ , (22)
where the tortoise coordinate is defined as r∗(r) = − ∫∞r dr/w(r)f(r) with w(r) = √h(r)/f(r).
Notice that in our convention r∗(∞) = 0. The metric can be written as
ds2 = −h(r)du2 + 2w(r)dudr + r2dΩ2D−2 ,k , (23)
in the ingoing coordinate and
ds2 = −h(r)dv2 − 2w(r)dvdr + r2dΩ2D−2 ,k , (24)
in the outgoing coordinate, respectively.
It should be emphasized that for static black holes in higher curvature gravities, there
may exist an alternative singularity located at a finite radii behind the event horizon. In
this case, the WDW patch terminates at the new singularity and the action growth rate
may become divergent3. Therefore, in the following, we will always assume the black hole
solutions under consideration have only one singularity at the center of spacetimes. In
general, this constrains the higher order gravitational coupling constants (for instance, for
Gauss-Bonnet gravity (55), the coupling constant λ should be positive definite).
Under the above assumption, the Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) patch for a neutral two-sided
AdS black hole will be similar to that of a Schwarzschild black hole, as depicted in Fig.1.
3We find that at least, this is the case for various solutions in third order Lovelock theories, including
Gauss-Bonnet black holes.
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Figure 1: The Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) patch for a neutral two-sided AdS black hole. It
moves forward in a symmetric way tL = tR = t/2. The dotted lines r → 0 denote the locus
of a spacelike singularity, where the WDW patch terminates.
In previous studies [13, 39], to calculate the action growth rate, one directly substitutes
the solutions and the Lagrangian density into the various terms of the gravitational action.
Despite that the results in [13, 39] are valid, the discussions there are limited to certain
cases. In this section, to keep our discussions as general as possible, we will extend the
framework in [39] to general higher order gravities, without using the explicit form of the
solutions as well as the Lagrangian density. Compared to [13, 39], it is more clear from our
discussions how the various terms are cancelled in the gravitational action. This will help
us to understand the final results better.
The total gravitational action evaluated on the WDW patch contains several different
contributions, given by
Igrav = Ibulk + IGHY + Ijoint + · · · , (25)
where IGHY stands for the generalized Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term evaluated
at the future/past singularity and Ijoint stands for the action of the joints at which two
null boundaries of the WDW patch intersects. The dots denotes the boundary terms that
should be introduced on the future and past null boundaries [31]. Explicitly, one has [35]
Iκ =
1
2pi
∫
N
dλdD−2θ
√
|γ| s κ ,
Ict =
1
2pi
∫
N
dλdD−2θ
√
|γ| Θˆ log (`ctΘ) , (26)
where Iκ is associated to parameterization of the outward-directed null norms k
µ of the null
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boundaries. One has kν∇νkµ = κ kµ and s is the Wald entropy density (39). Clearly the
existence of this term breaks the reparameterization invariance of the gravity action. To
eliminate this ambiguity, a counter term Ict is introduced in [31]. Here `ct is an arbitrary
length scale, Θ is the scalar expansion defined by Θ = ∇µkµ and Θˆ = ∇µ
(
skµ
)
. Though
the inclusion of this counter term is not necessary for the action principle, it plays an
indispensable role in shockwave geometries [18, 19, 20, 21] as well as in other time dependent
geometries [22]. However, for static black holes it does not have any time dependence and
hence is irrelevant to current paper.
In the following, we will calculate the growth rate for the each term illustrated in (25).
The final result is presented in Eq.(45).
Before proceeding, we point out that the time evolution of complexity is essentially
determined by the evolution of the joint rm, which is characterized by
t ≡ tR + tL = −2r∗(rm) . (27)
The result depends only on the combination of the two boundary times. This is a reminiscent
of the symmetry of the problem. For later convenience, we always choose tR = tL = t/2.
It turns out that there exists a critical time tc, at which the joint rm lifts off of the past
singularity, namely tc = −2r∗(0). When t < tc, the action of the WDW patch remains a
constant and hence dIgrav/dt = 0. However, when t > tc, the joint rm begins to grow with
time. The growth rate is given by
drm
dt
= −w(rm)f(rm)
2
. (28)
It follows that drm/dt > 0 because of f(rm) < 0 since the position is in black holes interior.
Thus, during the evolution the joint rm grows monotonically with the boundary time and
approaches the event horizon from below at late times.
3.1 Growth rate of bulk action
To calculate the bulk action and its growth rate, we split the WDW patch into three pieces
(see Fig.1) by following [39]. By simple calculations, one finds
II =
ωD−2
16piG
∫ rh

dr
√−g¯L [t− 2r∗(r)] ,
III = −ωD−2
16piG
∫ ∞
rh
dr
√−g¯L 4r∗(r) ,
IIII =
ωD−2
16piG
∫ rh
rm
dr
√−g¯L [− t− 2r∗(r)] , (29)
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where g¯ = g/γ, γ is the metric determinant of dΩ2D−2 ,k. Here and below, it was understood
that → 0. Evaluating the derivative with respect to time, one finds
dIbulk
dt
=
ωD−2
16piG
∫ rm

dr
√−g¯L , (30)
where we have adopted the relation (27).
Without knowing the explicit form of the solutions as well as the Lagrangian density, it
was established in [48, 49] that the bulk action can be expressed as several boundary terms
via the Wald-Iyer Noether charge. One has
∇νQµν = jµ − ξµL . (31)
where Q is the 2-form Noether charge associated to the vector field ξ. For the general
higher order gravities (20), it is given by [77]
Qµν = −2Eµνρσ∇ρξσ − 4ξρ∇σEµνρσ , Eµνρσ ≡ ∂L
∂Rµνρσ
. (32)
j is the one-form presympletic current, which depends linearly on the variation of the
dynamical fields (the metric and matter fields, collectively denoted by ψ). In particular,
when ξ is a Killing vector field, jµ(δψ) = 0 because of δψ = Lξψ = 0. It follows that when
ξ = ∂/∂t, one has for static black holes
∂r
(√−gQrt) = √−gL . (33)
Therefore, the bulk action defined on any space-time region can split into several boundary
terms of the same region. Using the above identity, we obtain
dIbulk
dt
= −ωD−2
16piG
√−g¯Qtr
∣∣∣rm

= −Tˆ (r)Sˆ(r)
∣∣∣rm

, (34)
where Tˆ (r) , Sˆ(r) are temperature and Wald entropy functions defined at any t = const , r =
const hypersurface, given by
Tˆ (r) =
h′(r)
4piw(r)
, Sˆ(r) = − 1
8G
∫
ΣD−2
dD−2y
√
γ
∂L
∂Rµνρσ
εµνερσ , (35)
where εµν is the binormal vector of the hypersurface. The two functions should not be
confused with the temperature and entropy of black holes, which are defined at the event
horizon. However, when the hypersurface approaches the event horizon at late times, they
indeed reduce to the true temperature and entropy of black holes.
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3.2 GHY surface term
For the bulk theories (20), the generalised Gibbons-Hawking-York (GHY) boundary term
IGHY evaluated at a spacelike singularity is given by [86]
IGHY = − 1
8piG
∫
r=
dD−1x
√
|h| 2 ∂L
∂Rµσνρ
nσnρKµν , (36)
where nµ is the normal vector of a spacelike hypersurface r = const and Kµν is its second
fundamental form. Notice that since this term is linearly proportional to the time lapse
of the boundary, its growth rate is a constant. Without knowing more detail about the
theories and the solutions, we cannot perform further calculations. However, we find that
it is instructive to express the final result as follows
dIGHY
dt
= −Tˆ ()Sˆ() + ∆ , (37)
where the first term on the r.h.s will be cancelled by the bulk contributions whilst the
second term ∆, as will be shown later, is nothing else but the action growth rate at late
times. Furthermore, from above relations, it is not hard to believe that the precise value of
∆ (or its ratio to black hole mass) depends on the detail of the metric functions as well as
the Lagrangian. In general, one does not expect it is universal to black holes in higher order
gravities. We will show that this is indeed the case for Lovelock black holes. In particular,
we find that its ratio to black hole mass is a characteristic constant, which is independent
of higher order couplings. Hence, in the vanishing coupling limit, the result in general does
not reduce to that of Schwarzschild black holes. While this may go against one’s intuition,
we find that the reason is natural from mathematical point of view. We will explain it in
the next section.
3.3 Growth rate of joint action
The joint action was derived from action principle for gravitational theories defined on
spacetimes with nonsmooth boundaries [31]. Recently, the result was extended to higher
order gravities in [35, 87]. One has
Ijoint ≡ 1
2pi
∫
CD−2
dΩD−2 s a , (38)
where s is the Wald entropy density function
s = − 1
8G
∂L
∂Rµνρσ
εµνερσ , (39)
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and a is the standard corner term for Einstein’s gravity [31]. For null-null joint, one has
a ≡ η log |12k1 · k2| , η = −sign(k1 · k2) sign(kˆ1 · k2) , (40)
where ki are outward directed normal vectors of the dual null boundaries and kˆi are auxiliary
null vectors defined in the tangent space of the boundaries, orthogonal to the joint and
pointing outward from the boundary regions. For the codimension-2 hypersurfaces defined
by t = const , r = const, one has
Ijoint =
1
2pi
Sˆ(r)a(r) . (41)
The null normals can be written as
kµ = −α∂µv = −α∂µ(t− r∗)
k¯µ = α¯∂µu = α¯∂µ(t+ r
∗) (42)
where α and α¯ are arbitrary positive constants which can be fixed by implementing the
asymptotic normalizations k · tˆL = −α and k¯ · tˆR = −α¯, where tˆL,R are the asymptotic
Killing vectors on the left and right boundaries, respectively. Without loss of generality, we
choose α = α¯ so that
a = − log
( |f(rm)|
α2
)
. (43)
Evaluating the derivative of the joint action with respect to the boundary time yields
dIjoint
dt
= Tˆ (rm)Sˆ(rm)− Sˆ
′(rm)
4pi
|f(rm)| log
( |f(rm)|
α2
)
. (44)
Note that the first term on the r.h.s will cancel a piece of bulk contributions (34).
3.4 Complexity growth rate at late times
Combining all the results above together, we deduce
dIgrav
dt
= ∆− Sˆ
′(rm)
4pi
|f(rm)| log
( |f(rm)|
α2
)
. (45)
It is immediately seen that the time evolution of the action (and complexity) is essentially
determined by the evolution of the past joint rm. At late times, rm approaches the event
horizon rh and hence the second term on the r.h.s vanishes. Thus,
dIgrav
dt
∣∣∣
t→∞
= ∆ , (46)
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implying that the rate of change of complexity at late times is given by
dC
dt
∣∣∣
t→∞
=
∆
pi
. (47)
To study the behavior of complexity around late times more carefully, we shall include its
next-to-leading order term. In this case, the position rm behaves as
rm = rh
(
1− cm e−2piTt + · · ·
)
, (48)
where cm is a positive constant, specified by
cm = 2 exp
[
F (rh)
∫ ∞
rh
H(r)dr
]
. (49)
Here the functions F (r) and H(r) are introduced in (51) and (53).
By plugging the result (48) into (45), one finds
dC
dt
=
∆
pi
+ 2cm TrhSˆ
′(rh)Tt e−2piTt + · · · . (50)
Interestingly, the next-to-leading order term is always positive definite. Therefore, for the
CA proposal, the complexity growth rate generally approaches the late time limit from
above. Consequently, it will violate any conjectured upper bound given by the growth rate
at late times [9, 10, 30].
3.5 Numerical approach
Now we are ready to study the full time dependence of complexity for neutral Lovelock
black holes. In general, we shall adopt a numerical approach to solve the joint rm as a
function of t via (27) at first and then substitute the result into (45) to obtain the rate of
change of complexity. In general, this is not a hard problem but one should notice that the
tortoise coordinate behaves singular at the event horizon. To cure this issue, we introduce
a new function F (r) as4
f(r) ≡ F (r)(r2 − r2h) . (51)
The inverse of the metric function f(r) can be written as
1
f(r)
=
1
4piT
( 1
r − rh −
1
r + rh
+ F (rh)H(r)
)
, (52)
where we have adopted a useful relation F (rh) = 2piT/rh and the function H(r) is defined
by
H(r) ≡ 2rh
(
F (rh)− F (r)
)
F (r)F (rh)(r2 − r2h)
. (53)
4Notice that for Lovelock black holes w(r) = 1. However, our discussions are valid to black holes with
w(r) 6= 1 as well, with the function F (r) redefined as w(r)f(r) ≡ F (r)(r2 − r2h).
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It is easy to see that H(r) is a regular function at the event horizon. Then the tortoise
coordinate can be integrated to
r∗(r) =
1
4piT
log
∣∣∣r − rh
r + rh
∣∣∣− 1
2rh
∫ ∞
r
H(r˜)dr˜ . (54)
Since the singular part has been isolated, it is straightforward to solve the tortoise coordinate
numerically.
In the subsequent sections, we will calculate the rate of change of complexity for various
black hole solutions in third order Lovelock theories (including Gauss-Bonnet black holes)
by using the framework illustrated above. Without confusion, we focus on planar black
holes in the remaining of this paper.
4 The time dependence of complexity for Gauss-Bonnet black
holes
Let us first study a simpler case: the time dependence of complexity for Gauss-Bonnet black
holes. The Lagrangian density is given by
L = R− 2Λ + λ `2(D−3)(D−4)
(
R2 − 4R2µν +R2µνλρ
)
, (55)
where Λ = −12(D − 1)(D − 2)`−2 is the bare cosmological constant. The black holes exist
in D ≥ 5 dimensions, given by
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dxidxi ,
f(r) =
r2
2λ`2
[
1−
√
1− 4λ+ 64piλ`2GM
(D−2)ωD−2rD−1
]
. (56)
From the metric function f(r), it is immediately seen that for a negative λ, the solution
will have an alternative singularity at a finite radii behind the event horizon. To avoid this,
we demand λ > 0, which is also a physically interesting case from string theory perspective.
It was established in [68, 69] that the Gauss-Bonnet coupling was strongly constrained by
microcausality (or positive energy fluxes) of the boundary theories. The allowed region for
the coupling constant is [68, 69]
0 < λ ≤ (D−3)(D−4)(D2−3D+8)
4(D2−5D+10)2 . (57)
For Gauss-Bonnet gravity, the Noether charge is given by [84, 88, 89]
Qµν = −2
(
∇[µξν] + 2λ `2(D−3)(D−4)
(
R∇[µξν] − 4Rσ[µ∇σξν] +Rµνσρ∇σξρ
))
. (58)
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By definition, the Wald entropy function Sˆ(rm) can be evaluated as
Sˆ(rm) =
ωD−2rD−2m
4G
(
1− 2(D−2)λ`2f(rm)
(D−4)r2m
)
. (59)
Evaluating the generalised GHY boundary term (36) yields5
∆ = lim
→0
(D−2)ωD−2
8(D−4)piG 
D−5f()
[
− (D − 4)2 + 2λ`2
(
(D − 4)f() + f ′()
)]
. (60)
Substituting the metric function f(r) into the equation, one finds
∆ =
2(D − 3)M
D − 4 . (61)
It is interesting to note that the ratio ∆/M is a pure number, independent of the higher
order coupling constant λ. In fact, this is a generic feature for Lovelock black holes.
A puzzle immediately appears. While the action and the solution smoothly reduce to
those of Einstein’s gravity in the λ → 0 limit, the action growth rate does not reduce
to the known value ∆ = 2M for Schwarzschild black holes. One may argue that this is
unreasonable [30]. However, we are aware of that the result can be attributed to a simple
fact: different orders of the limits → 0 and λ→ 0 lead to different results, namely
lim
λ→0
lim
→0
∆( , λ) 6= lim
→0
lim
λ→0
∆( , λ) . (62)
From this perspective, the result is mathematically sound. Furthermore, according to (45),
for GB black holes the ratio of the action growth rate to the mass in the λ→ 0 limit should
differ from that of Schwarzschild black holes by a fixed constant at any time t > tc in the
evolution. We will show this explicitly in our numerical results.
With the above results in hand, we are ready to numerically compute the rate of change
of complexity for GB black holes. In Fig.2, we show the complexity growth rate as a function
of the dimensionless time t/β = Tt for different sizes of D = 5 dimensional GB black holes
with a same coupling constant λ = 0.05 as well as the complexity difference δC = C(t)−C(tc)
found by integrating dC/dt. It is easy to see that the critical time measured by the thermal
5A different GHY boundary term for GB gravity is given in [90], where
IGHY = − 1
8piG
∫
∂M
dD−1x
√−h (K + 2λ `2
(D−3)(D−4) J
)
,
J =
2
3
K3 − 2KKµνKµν + 4
3
KµλK
λρK µρ
+Rµλνρh
µνhλρK − 2RµλνρhµνKλρ .
It leads to a different growth rate of complexity. In particular, at late times, it gives dC/dt = 4M/3pi, which
is valid to D ≥ 5 dimensional solutions.
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Figure 2: Left panel: complexity growth rate for different sizes of D = 5 dimensional Gauss-
Bonnet black holes with λ = 0.05. Right panel: the complexity difference δC = C(t)−C(tc)
found by integrating dC/dt. The horizon radius are chosen as: rh/` = 1 (Blue), rh/` = 3
(Green) and rh/` = 5 (Red). We have set G = α = 1 , ω3 = 16pi.
time β = 1/T is identical for different sizes of black holes while the complexity and its
growth rate behave significantly different. To explain this, we work in the dimensionless
coordinate z = r/rh and introduce two functions f˜(z) and S˜(z) as follows
f(r) ≡ r
2
h
`2
f˜(z) , Sˆ(r) ≡ rD−2h S˜(z) . (63)
Notice that these new functions are scaling invariant under the global scaling symmetry
(12). Explicitly, for GB black holes one has
f˜(z) =
z2
2λ
(
1−
√
1− 4λ+ 4λ z1−D
)
,
S˜(z) =
ωD−2zD−2
4G
(
1− 2(D−2)λf˜(z)
(D−4)z2
)
. (64)
By plugging the above results into (45), we deduce
pi
∆
dC
dt
= 1 +
rD−1h
4pi∆`2
S˜′(z)f˜(z) log | r2h
`2
f˜(z)|
= 1 + 4GM(D−2)ωD−2∆ S˜
′(z)f˜(z) log | r2h
`2
f˜(z)| , (65)
where in the second equality we have adopted the thermodynamical relation (7) for Love-
lock black holes. This implies that though the normalized growth rate of complexity is
dimensionless, it scales nontrivially under the global scaling symmetry (12). We find
pi
∆
dC
dt
→ pi
∆
dC
dt
+ 8GM(D−2)ωD−2∆ S˜
′(z)f˜(z) log
(a
`
)
. (66)
This explains why and how the complexity and its growth rate depend on black hole sizes.
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In addition, using the dimensionless coordinate, the critical time can be expressed as
tc = −2r∗(0) = D − 1
2piT
∫ ∞
0
dz
f˜(z)
. (67)
Since Ttc scales invariant under the global scaling symmetry (12), it should be identical for
different sizes of black holes with same higher order couplings.
It is worth emphasizing that the above discussions do not depend on the explicit ex-
pression of f˜(z) and hence are valid to Lovelock black holes in higher order theories.
In Fig.3, we show Ttc as a function of λ for D = 5 , 6 , 7 dimensional solutions. We
find that it is always a decreasing function of the GB coupling and approaches the value of
Schwarzschild black holes (in the same dimensions) in the vanishing coupling limit.
Figure 3: The critical time measured by 1/T as a function of the Gauss-Bonnet coupling
for D = 5 (blue solid), D = 6 (green dashed) and D = 7 (red dotdashed) dimensional black
holes, respectively. The orange points denote the value of Schwarzschild black holes in the
same dimensions.
In Fig.4, we show the numerical results for the time derivative of complexity for D = 5
and D = 7 dimensional Gauss-Bonnet black holes with various couplings λ in the causal
region as a function of the dimensionless time Tt. We have chosen rh/` = 1 for convenience.
Clearly, the rate of change of complexity always approaches a local maximum before arriving
at the late time limit. This is consistent with our half-analytical result (50). Moreover, the
maximum value becomes bigger for a smaller λ. For a sufficiently small λ, the result is
roughly same as that of Schwarzschild black holes, up to a fixed constant. For example, for
λ = 10−6, our numerical result nearly coincides with the Schwarzschild case by moving the
latter along the vertical axis properly, as expected.
Early times: In Fig.4, we also observe that the time derivative of complexity behaves
very different for D = 5 and D = 7 dimensional black holes at very early times after tc. To
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Figure 4: The time derivative of complexity for D = 5 (left) and D = 7 (right) dimensional
Gauss-Bonnet black holes with various couplings in the causal region. The dashed lines
stand for the Schwarzschild results which have been moved along the vertical axis properly.
We have set rh/` = 1 , G = α = 1 , ωD−2 = 16pi.
clarify this, we notice that the joint rm at early times is very close to the past singularity,
namely rm → 0 as t→ tc. In this case, the metric function f(r) behaves as
f(rm) = −c1
( rh
rm
)D−5
2
+
r2m
2λ`2
+O
(
r
D+3
2
m
)
, c1 =
r2h√
λ`2
. (68)
Substituting this into (28), one finds at leading order
rm = c2 rh
(
T (t− tc)
) 2
D−3
+ · · · , c2 =
(
(D−3)pi
(D−1)√λ
) 2
D−3
. (69)
It is straightforward to derive the complexity growth rate at leading order. It follows that
for the D = 5 dimensional solution, one has
pi
∆
dC
dt
= 1 + 14 log λ− 14 log
(
16piGM
3ω3`2
)
+O
(
T 2(t− tc)2
)
= 1 + 14 log λ− log
(rh
`
)
+O
(
T 2(t− tc)2
)
. (70)
At leading order, the growth rate is a constant, which is an increasing function of λ. This
matches with the left panel of Fig.4. However, for higher dimensional solutions D ≥ 6, the
complexity growth rate behaves logarithmical to leading order
pi
∆
dC
dt
= D−52(D−3) log
(
T (t− tc)
)
+O
(
(t− tc)0
)
. (71)
We find that it is perfectly matched with our numerical results in a variety of dimensions
at very early times.
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5 The time dependence of complexity for third order Love-
lock black holes
We continue studying the time evolution of complexity for black holes in third order Lovelock
gravities. The Lagrangian density is given by
L = R− 2Λ + λ `2(D−3)(D−4)
(
R2 − 4R2µν +R2µνλρ
)
+ µ `
4
3(D−3)(D−4)(D−5)(D−6) L3 , (72)
where µ is the third order coupling constant and
L3 = R3 + 3RRµναβRαβµν − 12RRµνRµν + 24RµναβRµαRνβ + 16RµνR αν Rµα
+24RµναβRαβνρR
ρ
µ + 8R
µν
αρR
αβ
νσR
ρσ
µβ + 2RαβρσR
µναβRρσµν . (73)
With a nonvanishing µ, nontrivial black hole solutions exist in D ≥ 7 dimensions. For
simplicity, we focus on the D = 7 dimensional solution in this section.
Figure 5: The higher order coupling constants (λ , µ) are strongly constrained by micro-
causality of the theories. The allowed parameters are described by the striped region between
the blue curve and the green curve. The black curve is a special case µ = λ2 and the interval
between the red points corresponds to −91/375 ≤ λ ≤ 19/81.
It turns out that the new coupling constant µ strongly affects the causal structure of the
theories. This is well studied in [71, 72]. The allowed region for the higher order coupling
constants (λ , µ) is specified as
µ±2 (λ) ≤ µ ≤ µ±0 (λ) , (74)
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where
µ±2 (λ) =
1
243
(
189λ− 32± 4(9λ− 2)√16− 45λ
)
,
µ±0 (λ) =
1
1125
(
315λ+ 128± 4(15λ+ 4)√64− 165λ
)
, (75)
follow causality constraints for helicity-two and helicity-zero excitations, respectively. In
Fig.5, the causal region corresponds to the strip between the blue curve and the green curve
. However, as the GB case, to avoid an alternative singularity behind the event horizon, we
need further constrain the higher order coupling constants. This will be more clear when
the metric function is given for certain cases. For example, for λ = 0 the coupling constant
µ should be positive definite, as can be seen from the metric function (78). This gives rise
to 0 < µ ≤ 2561125 . Another interesting case is µ = λ2. From the metric function (82), a
negative λ should be excluded and the allowed region becomes 0 < λ ≤ 19/81, which is
changed, compared to that of the D = 7 dimensional GB gravity.
To proceed, we need evaluate the Noether charge, the Wald entropy function and the
generalised GHY surface term associated to the third order Lovelock theories. To achieve
this goal, we derive the tensor Eµνρσ = ∂L/∂Rµνρσ in the Appendix A. The result is lengthy.
We suggest the readers moving there for detail. It follows that for the D = 7 dimensional
black holes, the Wald function entropy is given by
Sˆ(rm) =
ω5 r
5
m
4G
(
1− 10λ`2f(rm)
3r2m
+ 5µ`
4f(rm)2
r4m
)
. (76)
On the other hand, evaluating GHY surface term yields
∆ = lim
→0
− 5ω5
24piG
f()
[
34 − 2λ`22
(
3f() +  f ′()
)
+ 3µ`4f()
(
f() + 2 f ′()
)]
. (77)
In the following, we will adopt these formulas to study the complexity growth rate for
several solutions in third order Lovelock gravities.
5.1 Einstein’s gravity extended with a single third order Lovelock density
To examine the effect of the new coupling constant µ on the time evolution of complexity, we
turn off the Gauss-Bonnet term at first and consider the remaining theory: Einstein’s gravity
extended with a single third order density. For later convenience, we set µ = 3/
(
2µ˜3
)
, where
µ˜ ≥ 15/8. The black hole solution is given by
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
5∑
i=1
dxidxi ,
f(r) =
µ˜r2
3`2
(
2µ˜ φ(r)−1 − 3φ(r)
)
, (78)
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where
φ(r) =
(√
8µ˜3
27 +
(
1− r6h
r6
)2 − (1− r6h
r6
))1/3
. (79)
Substituting the metric function into (77), we find that the action growth rate at late times
is ∆ = 6M . Again, the ratio ∆/M is a constant, independent of the higher order coupling
µ. Since ∆ 6= 2M , we expect that during the evolution, the normalized growth rate of
complexity will differ from that of Schwarzschild black holes by a fixed constant in the limit
µ→ 0, as will be shown later.
Figure 6: The critical time measured by the thermal time 1/T is plotted as a function of
µ. The orange point denotes the value of D = 7 dimensional Schwarzschild black holes.
By numerically solving the critical time tc, we find that tc/β is a decreasing function
of the higher order coupling constant µ, similar to the Gauss-Bonnet case, as depicted in
Fig.6. For vanishing µ, it approaches the value of D = 7 dimensional Schwarzschild black
holes.
It turns out that at very early times after tc, the position rm grows linearly with time
at leading order
rm =
(
9µ
)−1/3
pirh T (t− tc) + · · · , (80)
so that the complexity growth rate behaves as
pi
∆
dC
dt
= 1 +
1
6
log
(µ
3
)− 1
6
log
(
16piGM
5ω5`4
)
+O
(
T 4(t− tc)4
)
= 1 +
1
6
log
(µ
3
)− log (rh
`
)
+O
(
T 4(t− tc)4
)
. (81)
Interestingly, the result at leading order is a constant, depending on the logarithm of the
higher order coupling µ and the black hole mass. This is very similar to the result of D = 5
dimensional GB black hole (70).
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Figure 7: The time derivative of complexity for the Lovelock black hole (78) with various
couplings µ in the causal region as a function of the dimensionless time Tt. The dashed
line denotes the result of a D = 7 dimensional Schwarzschild black hole. We have set
G = α = rh = ` = 1 , ω5 = 16pi.
In Fig.7, we show the full numerical result for the time derivative of complexity for
various couplings µ in the allowed region as a function of the dimensionless time Tt. Indeed,
at very early times the complexity growth rate is a constant, which increases as µ increases.
After the early times, the growth rate increases with time until arriving at a maximum,
which should be distinguished from the local maximum close to the late times. The latter is
universal to all neutral black holes, as analyzed in sec.3.4. In fact, we find that the existence
of this new maximum is peculiar to all the black holes in third order Lovelock gravities,
except the reduced case µ = 0. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that while the height
of the maximum increases as µ decreases, its width is gradually suppressed. For sufficiently
small µ, the peak will be smoothed and the time derivative of complexity will approach
that of a Schwarzschild black hole, up to a fixed constant.
5.2 A special case: µ = λ2
With inclusion of the Gauss-Bonnet term, the general black hole solution becomes much
more involved. Here we would like to consider a special case µ = λ2 at first. The solution
greatly simplifies to
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
5∑
i=1
dxidxi ,
f(r) =
r2
λ`2
[
1−
(
1− 3λ(1− r6h
r6
))1/3]
. (82)
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Notice that the new coupling constant µ strongly effects the causal structure of the theory
so that the allowed regime for λ is changed to 0 < λ ≤ 1981 [71, 72]. Here a negative λ is
excluded since it introduces an alternative singularity behind the event horizon.
Figure 8: Left panel: the critical time Ttc is plotted as a function of λ. The orange
point denotes the value of D = 7 dimensional Schwarzschild black holes. Right panel: the
evolution of complexity for the Lovelock black hole (82) with various couplings λ in the
causal region as a function of the dimensionless time Tt. The dashed line denotes the result
of a D = 7 dimensional Schwarzschild black hole. We have set G = α = rh = ` = 1 , ω5 =
16pi.
Substituting the metric function into (77), we obtain ∆ = 6M , which is the same as the
previous solution (78). In fact, they have more similar features:
• The critical time Ttc is a decreasing function of the higher order coupling λ, as shown in
the left panel of Fig.8;
• At very early times, the joint rm grows linearly with time at leading order
rm =
(
3λ
)−2/3
pirh T (t− tc) + · · · . (83)
As a consequence, the complexity growth rate behaves as
pi
∆
dC
dt
= 1 +
1
6
log
(λ2
3
)− log (rh
`
)
+O
(
T 2(t− tc)2
)
, (84)
where again the leading order is a constant, depending on the logarithm of the higher order
coupling and the black hole mass.
• During the evolution, the complexity growth rate approaches a new maximum after the
early times, as depicted in the right panel of Fig.8. Its feature is similar to that of the
solution (78). However, an important difference is it is more strongly suppressed for smaller
couplings so that the complexity growth rate approaches the Schwarzschild result faster.
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5.3 Generic case
For generic coupling constants (λ , µ), the black hole solution is given by [82]
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2
5∑
i=1
dxidxi ,
f(r) =
λ r2
µ`2
[
1 +
(
J(r) +
√
Ω(r)
)1/3 − Γ(J(r) +√Ω(r))−1/3 ] , (85)
where
Ω(r) = J(r)2 + Γ3 , Γ =
µ
λ2
− 1 ,
J(r) = 1− 3µ
2λ2
+
3µ2
2λ3
(
1− r
6
h
r6
)
. (86)
Notice that for µ 6= λ2, there exists only one singularity at the center of spacetimes. Eval-
uating (77), we find that the action growth rate at late times is
∆ =
 0 , for λ > 0 ,6M , for λ < 0 .
However, the result for λ > 0 is not physically sound. In fact, in this case the metric
function behaves singular close to the singularity so that the complexity growth rate is not
well behaved at early times.
In the following, we shall focus on the λ < 0 case. The parameters relevant to an AdS
black hole is µ > λ2, corresponding to the region enclosed by the blue curve and black curve
in the second quadrant in Fig.5.
In Fig.9, we show the numerical results for the time derivative of complexity with various
couplings µ. We have fixed λ = −0.001 in the left panel and λ = −0.2 in the right panel.
Roughly speaking, the time evolution of complexity is very similar to previous cases, except
that the coupling constant µ cannot take values smaller than the critical line µ = λ2. As a
matter of fact, as µ approaches the critical value, the first local maximum becomes higher
and sharper. However, it is no longer smoothed out. This is a great difference compared
to previous cases. Nevertheless, there are more similar features. For example, from Fig.9,
one observes that the critical time Ttc is a decreasing function of µ for a fixed λ and the
complexity growth rate is a constant at very early times. Indeed, by studying the joint rm
and the complexity growth at very early times, we find that they behave exactly as (80)
and (81) at leading order.
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Figure 9: The time derivative of complexity for the Lovelock black hole (85) with various
couplings µ in the causal region as a function of the dimensionless time Tt. For the left panel
λ = −0.001 and for the right panel λ = −0.2. We have set G = α = rh = ` = 1 , ω5 = 16pi.
6 The time dependence of complexity for charged black holes
Now we turn to study the time dependence of complexity for charged Lovelock black holes.
The metric function f(r) is determined by (15). Depending on the higher order coupling
constants, the solution will have either one horizon or two horizons. In this section, we
are interested in the latter case. Furthermore, to avoid the existence of an alternative
singularity before the inner horizon, the higher order coupling constants should obey certain
constraints. We find that for third order Lovelock theories (including Gauss-Bonnet case),
the constraints agree precisely with the neutral cases.
Under the above assumption, the WDW patch for charged Lovelock black holes matches
Fig.10. Since the WDW patch does not terminate at a singularity, the generalised Gibbons-
Hawking-York boundary term evaluated in the neutral case should be absent. Therefore,
the relevant gravitational action reduces to the bulk action plus corner terms, namely
Igrav = Ibulk + Ijoint + · · · , (87)
where again the dotted terms stand for the boundary terms associated to the future and
past null boundaries, which however do not have any time dependence. Notice that the
time evolution of complexity is implicitly characterized by two joints: the future joint r1m
and the past joint r2m. They are determined by
t ≡ tR + tL = 2r∗(r1m) = −2r∗(r2m) , (88)
where r− ≤ r1m, r2m ≤ r+. Evaluating their time derivatives yields
dr1m
dt
=
1
2
f(r1m) ≤ 0 ,
dr2m
dt
= −1
2
f(r2m) ≥ 0 . (89)
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Figure 10: The WDW patch for a charged AdS black hole with an inner horizon. There are
two joints r1m , r
2
m, evolving with time.
Thus, the past joint r2m monotonically increases from the inner horizon r− to the outer
horizon r+ while the future joint r
1
m behaves precisely in the opposite way.
6.1 Action growth rate
Despite that the WDW patch for charged black holes looks quite different from the neutral
ones, the gravitational action can be computed in a similar way. For example, for bulk
action, we split the WDW patch into three pieces and deduce
II =
ωD−2
16piG
∫ r+
r1m
dr
√−g¯L [t− 2r∗(r)] ,
III = −ωD−2
16piG
∫ ∞
r+
dr
√−g¯L 4r∗(r) ,
IIII =
ωD−2
16piG
∫ r+
r2m
dr
√−g¯L [− t− 2r∗(r)] . (90)
Then evaluating the time derivative yields
dIbulk
dt
=
ωD−2
16piG
∫ r+
r1m
dr
√−g¯L
−ωD−2
16piG
∫ r+
r2m
dr
√−g¯L
=
ωD−2
16piG
∫ r2m
r1m
dr
√−g¯L , (91)
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where we have adopted the relation (88) for the joints. Using the identity (33), one finds
dIbulk
dt
= −ωD−2
16piG
√−g¯Qtr
∣∣∣r2m
r1m
≡ −Tˆ (r)[Sˆ(r)− SˆA(r)]∣∣∣r2m
r1m
, (92)
where Sˆ is still the Wald entropy function (35) whilst the function SˆA is given by
SˆA(r) =
ωD−2rD−2
4G
a(r)a′(r)
f ′(r)
. (93)
The existence of this term is associated to the Noether charge of the gauge field
QµνA = −FµνAσξσ . (94)
On the other hand, the relevant joint terms are given by
Ijoint =
1
2pi
Sˆ(r1m)a(r
1
m) +
1
2pi
Sˆ(r2m)a(r
2
m)
= − 1
2pi
Sˆ(r1m) log
( |f(r1m)|
α2
)
− 1
2pi
Sˆ(r2m) log
( |f(r2m)|
α2
)
. (95)
Taking a derivative with respect to time, one finds
dIjoint
dt
=
[
Tˆ (r)Sˆ(r)− Sˆ
′(r)
4pi
|f(r)| log
( |f(r)|
α2
)]r2m
r1m
. (96)
Combing all the above results together, we deduce
dIgrav
dt
= Tˆ (r2m)SˆA(r
2
m)− Tˆ (r1m)SˆA(r1m)
− Sˆ
′(r2m)
4pi
|f(r2m)| log
( |f(r2m)|
α2
)
+
Sˆ′(r1m)
4pi
|f(r1m)| log
( |f(r1m)|
α2
)
. (97)
6.2 Late times and early times
Before numerically studying the rate of change of complexity, we would like to study it
first at late times and early times half-analytically. This will help us to understand the
numerical results better.
Late times: According to (88) or (89), in the late time limit, r2m → r+ , r1m → r− to
leading order. Consequently, in (97) the first term vanishes because of a(r+) = 0 as well as
the logarithmic terms. Therefore, to leading order
dIgrav
dt
∣∣∣
late
= −ωD−2r
D−2
−
16piG
a(r−)a′(r−) = Φ−Q− Φ+Q . (98)
This reproduces the result first obtained in [34] for charged Lovelock black holes. Moreover,
it was established [34] that the above result can be expressed as
dIgrav
dt
∣∣∣
late
= 2M
(1− qD−1)(1− qD−3)
1− q2(D−2) , (99)
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where q ≡ r−/r+. Thus, in the uncharged limit q → 0, one finds dIgravdt → 2M (it should not
be confused that when taking the uncharged limit, we always fix the outer event horizon).
Interestingly, the result is universal. However, in general it does not match the results of
neutral black holes except for the Schwarzschild case. The reason is slightly subtle. In
the charged case, the singularity is timelike and the causal structure is very different from
the neutral case. This simple fact will not be changed for any given r− 6= 0, even if r− is
sufficiently small. However, for the limiting point r− = 0, the causal structure is suddenly
changed to the neutral case, which has a spacelike singularity and hence the result should
be significantly different. In this sense, there is no reason to believe that in the uncharged
limit, the result should reduce to the neutral case, unless a coincidence.
In short, we find a new feature for charged black holes that is not observed in Einstein’s
gravity:
lim
q→0
dIgrav
dt
(
f(q)
)
6= dIgrav
dt
(
lim
q→0
f(q)
)
. (100)
However, we argue that the above results ( normalized by black hole mass ) only differ by
a fixed constant at any time t > tc in the evolution. The reason is with sufficiently small
charges, the future joint r1m will be exponentially close to the inner horizon r− during the
evolution (see the discussions for early times) so that in the uncharged limit, one expects
r1m → r− → 0 (here we mean one first takes the limit r1m → r− and then sends r− → 0).
This implies that
lim
q→0
dIgrav
dt
= 2M − lim
q→0
Sˆ′(r2m)
4pi
|f(r2m)| log
( |f(r2m)|
α2
)
, (101)
where the second term on the r.h.s coincides with that of neutral black holes. We will show
that the relation is supported by our numerical results.
To examine the behavior of complexity at late times more carefully, we include the
next-to-leading order term. From (88), one finds
r1m = r−
(
1 + c−e−2piT−t + · · ·
)
,
r2m = r+
(
1− c+e−2piT+t + · · ·
)
, (102)
where c± are positive constants given by
c+ =
(r+ − r−
r+
)T+
T− e
F (r+)
∫∞
r+
dr˜ H(r˜)
, c− =
(r+ − r−
r−
)T−
T+ e
−F (r−)
∫∞
r− dr˜ H(r˜) , (103)
where the functions F (r) , H(r) are defined by (107). Substituting (102) into (97), we
deduce
dIgrav
dt
= Φ−Q− Φ+Q+
∑
±
±2pic±T±r±Sˆ′(r±)T±t e−2piT±t + · · · . (104)
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At the next-to-leading order, the exponential with a smaller exponent will dominate and
hence will determine whether the late time limit is approached from above or from below.
This depends on the relation between the two temperatures T±. However, by computing
the temperatures for a variety of dimensions and parameters, we always find T+ ≤ T−,
where the equality is taken when the solution becomes extremal. This implies that for
charged Lovelock black holes the complexity growth rate will generally approach the late
time limit from above. Since this is universal to neutral black holes, it might be universal
to charged ones as well. Thus, we propose the relation T+ ≤ T− always holds for charged
Lovelock black holes. It is of great interest to further investigate its physical consequence
and whether this is the case for other charged black holes.
Early times: Unlike the neutral case, for charged black holes there is not a critical
time below which the rate of change complexity is vanishing. As a matter of fact, for
general parameters, the behaviors of the joints r1m , r
2
m are not universal at very early times.
However, for smaller charges, the situation will be different. In this case, the inner horizon
will be sufficiently close to the center of spacetimes so that one has according to (19)
rD−3− ≈
128pi2`2G2Q2
(D − 2)(D − 3)ω2D−2rD−1+
⇒ T− ≈ D − 3
D − 1
T+
qD−2
. (105)
Since the temperature on the inner horizon goes as T− ∼ T+/qD−2, the corners will be
exponentially close to the inner horizon at very early times, namely
r1m = r−
(
1 + c− e−2piT−t + · · ·
)
,
r2m = r−
(
1 + c− e2piT−t + · · ·
)
, (106)
where c− is the positive constant specified by (103). Here it is worth emphasizing that the
result for the future joint r1m is valid to any time t ≥ 1/2piT− in the evolution because of
the negative sign in the exponential.
Clearly, in this case the rate of change in complexity will approximately vanish below a
quasi-critical time t˜c = − 12piT− log c− at early times. Since t˜c should be positive definite, we
expect c− is smaller than unity for smaller charges. This will be ensured in our numerical
results. Furthermore, for several solutions in third order Lovelock theories, our numerical
results strongly suggest that in the uncharged limit, the quasi-critical time t˜c agrees precisely
with the critical time tc of neutral black holes, though they are defined in quite different
ways. While we cannot establish it rigorously, it was shown analytically in [39] for Reissner-
Nordstrøm (RN) black holes.
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6.3 Numerical approach
Similar to the neutral case, to study the full time dependence of complexity, we need
numerically solve the tortoise coordinate at the joints r1m , r
2
m at first. For this purpose, we
follow [39] and introduce two new functions F (r) , H(r) as
f(r) = F (r)(r − r+)(r − r−) ,
H(r) =
F (r+)r − F (r)r+
F (r+)F (r)r(r − r+) −
F (r−)r − F (r)r−
F (r−)F (r)r(r − r−) . (107)
Notice that the two functions are regular on the inner and outer horizons. A useful relation
is F (r±) = 4piT±/(r+ − r−). The inverse of the metric function f(r) can be nicely written
as
1
f(r)
=
1
r+ − r−
[ r+
F (r+)r(r − r+) −
r−
F (r−)r(r − r−) +H(r)
]
, (108)
so that the tortoise coordinate can be integrated to
r∗(r) =
1
4piT+
log
∣∣∣r − r+
r
∣∣∣− 1
4piT−
log
∣∣∣r − r−
r
∣∣∣− 1
r+ − r−
∫ ∞
r
dr˜ H(r˜) . (109)
Again the singular parts on the horizons have been isolated and it is straightforward to
solve the tortoise coordinate numerically.
6.4 Explicit examples
Using the above results, we are ready to numerically study the full time dependence of
complexity for a variety of charged Lovelock black holes. Inspired by the late time result
(99), we will normalize the complexity growth rate by 2M/pi and plot it as a function of
the dimensionless time Tt. Here and below, without confusion, we omit the subscript “+”
for the thermodynamical quantities on the outer horizon for convenience. To describe the
dependence of complexity growth rate on the electric charges, we introduce a dimensionless
quantity ν = Φ/T`, which is related to physical quantities in the boundary CFTs [39]. It
follows that ν is a monotone increasing function of the electric charge Q and ν → 0 when
Q → 0. As will be shown later, the complexity growth rate for charged black holes is
characterized by ν and the temperature T .
Reissner-Nordstrøm black holes: Our first example is Reissner-Nordstrøm (RN) black
holes, which have
f = r2`−2 − 16pi
(D − 2)ωD−2
GM
rD−3
+
128pi2
(D − 2)(D − 3)ω2D−2
G2Q2
r2(D−3)
. (110)
We focus on the D = 5 dimensional case. While it has been studied in [39], it will benefit us
to understand the results in higher order theories. In Fig.11, we show the time derivative
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of complexity for several different values of ν by fixing the temperature as T` = 1/2. From
the figure, we can make a number of observations:
• At late times, the complexity growth rate generally approaches the late time limit from
Figure 11: Left panel: The time derivative of complexity for D = 5 dimensional RN black
holes. T` = 1/2 and ν = 0.5 (blue), ν = 4 (orange) and ν = 8 (green). The dashed line
denotes the result of the Schwarzschild black hole with the same size of the ν = 0.5 charged
black hole. To have a nice presentation, we have slightly moved the result along the vertical
axis. Right panel: The quasicritical time T t˜c as a function of ν. The orange point denotes
the critical time Ttc of the Schwarzschild black hole. We have set G = α = ` = 1, ω3 = 16pi.
above. By numerically computing the ratio T/T−, we find that it is always less than unity
by scanning the parameters space. Furthermore, the rate of change of complexity at late
times increases as electric charge decreases, consistent with our analytical result (99).
• For smaller charges, the rate of change of complexity approximately vanishes at very early
times. For example, for ν = 4, we find Tt . 0.2 whilst T t˜c ' 0.4043. However, the regime
becomes larger as the charge becomes smaller. For sufficiently small charge, the regime is
enlarged to t . t˜c. For instance, for ν = 0.5, t . t˜c ' 0.4943T−1. This has been very close
to the critical time of Schwarzschild black holes.
• The quasicritical time t˜c turns out to be a decreasing function of ν and it approaches the
critical time tc of Schwarzschild black holes in the uncharged limit, as depicted in the right
panel of Fig.11. In fact, it was analytically shown in [39] that in this limit t˜c = tc = 1/2T .
• For smaller charges, the rate of change of complexity develops a local minimum around
the quasicritical time. The minimum becomes deeper and sharper as the charge decreases.
Thus, we expect that in the uncharged limit, the result will approach to that of Schwarzschild
black holes, up to a fixed constant. In fact, for ν = 0.5, we have already found that just
after the minimum, the result nearly coincides with the Schwarzschild case.
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Before proceeding, it is worth emphasizing that the above first two features are valid to
charged black holes in higher order theories as well. However, the dependence of the quasi-
critical time on the charge and the behavior of complexity might be significantly different.
Charged Gauss-Bonnet black holes: The second example is charged Gauss-Bonnet
black holes, which have
f(r) =
r2
2λ`2
[
1−
√
1− 4λ+ 64piλ`2GM
(D−2)ωD−2 rD−1 −
512pi2λ`2G2Q2
(D−2)(D−3)ω2D−2 r2D−4
]
. (111)
In Fig.12, we show the time derivative of complexity for the D = 5 dimensional solution
Figure 12: The time derivative of complexity for charged Gauss-Bonnet black hole in D = 5
dimension. λ = 0.05 for the left panel and λ = 0.01 for the right panel. In both panels,
T` = 1/2 and ν = 0.5 (blue), ν = 4 (orange), ν = 8 (green). The dashed lines denote the
results of the neutral black holes with the same size of the ν = 0.5 charged black holes.
Again, to have a nice presentation, we have slightly moved the neutral results along the
vertical axis. We have set G = α = ` = 1 , ω3 = 16pi.
with different charges. In the left panel λ = 0.05 and in the right panel λ = 0.01. From both
panels, we observe that the first three features of RN black holes hold to charged GB black
holes as well. However, for smaller charges, the rate of change of complexity first develops
a local maximum around the quasicritical time, in addition to the local minimum observed
before. As the charge decreases, the local maximum is suppressed and the minimum becomes
deeper and sharper. The same phenomenon occurs as well when the Gauss-Bonnet coupling
decreases. This is expected since in the RN case, the local maximum does not exist. In the
figure, we also show the rate of change of complexity for the neutral black holes, which have
the same size of the ν = 0.5 charged black holes. It is easy to see that some basic features
of the neutral results have already been shown in the ν = 0.5 charged results. Moreover, for
the latter, the quasicritical time t˜c has been very close to the critical time tc of the neutral
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black holes. For example, for λ = 0.05, T t˜c ' 0.3776 , T tc ' 0.3796 whilst for λ = 0.01,
T t˜c ' 0.4613 , T tc ' 0.4647. The two only differ by an amount of order ∼ 10−3. These
results suggest that in the uncharged limit, the rate of change of complexity will approach
to the neutral results, up to a fixed constant.
A special charged Lovelock black hole: Our last example is a D = 7 dimensional
charged black hole in third order Lovelock gravity with coupling constants µ = λ2. The
metric function f(r) is given by
f(r) =
r2
λ`2
[
1−
(
1− 3λ+ 48piλ`2GM
5ω5r6
− 96pi2λ`2G2Q2
5ω25r
10
)1/3]
. (112)
In Fig.13, we show the time derivative of complexity for different charges characterized by
Figure 13: The time derivative of complexity for the charged black hole (112). λ = 0.12
for the left panel and λ = 0.01 for the right panel. In both panels, T` = 1/2 and ν = 0.1
(blue), ν = 2 (orange), ν = 5 (green). The dashed lines denote the results of the neutral
black holes which have the same size of the ν = 0.1 charged black holes. To have a nice
representation, we have slightly moved the neutral result along the vertical (horizontal) axis
in the left (right) panel. We have set G = α = ` = 1 , ω5 = 16pi.
ν = 0.1 , 2 , 5, respectively. In the left panel λ = 0.12 and in the right panel λ = 0.01. From
both panels, we again observe the first two features of RN black holes. However, we find
that unlike previous cases, the quasicritical time is no longer a decreasing function of ν.
Nonetheless, as the GB case, the complexity growth rate first develops a local maximum
around the quasicritical time, in addition to the minimum observed before. Furthermore,
when the charge or coupling constant λ decreases, these extremum behave the same as
the GB case. In the figure, we also show the rate of change of complexity for the neutral
black holes which have the same size of the ν = 0.1 charged black holes. To have a nice
representation, we have slightly moved the neutral result along the vertical (horizontal) axis
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in the left (right) panel. It is immediately seen that the ν = 0.1 charged results have already
been close to the neutral results. This is shown in the quasicritical time as well. We have
for λ = 0.12, T t˜c ' 0.5978 , T tc ' 0.5772 whilst for λ = 0.01, T t˜c ' 0.8343 , T tc ' 0.8312.
In fact, in the uncharged limit, the quasicritical time again approaches the critical time tc
of neutral black holes.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we study the full time dependence of complexity for Lovelock black holes
by using the “Complexity=Action” (CA) proposal. Though our numerical calculations are
performed for the various solutions in third order Lovelock theories, our derivation for the
action growth rate in section 3 is valid to general higher order gravities. From there, we
learn that the action growth rate at late times is essentially determined by the generalised
Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term evaluated at the future singularity. In particular,
the ratio of the late time rate to the black hole mass is a pure number, which is independent
of the higher order coupling constants and in general is not equal to 2. As a consequence,
the rate of change of complexity generally does not reduce to that of Schwarzschild black
holes in the vanishing coupling limit, in spite of that the metric reduces to the latter as well
as the gravitational action. The reason is attributed to the inequality (62). However, in
the limit the two (the rate normalized by the mass) only differ by a fixed constant at any
time t > tc in the evolution. Here tc is a critical time, below which the complexity remains
a constant.
By including the next-to-leading order term, we find that the complexity growth rate
generally approaches the late time limit from above. It implies that any conjectured upper
bound on the complexity growth rate given by the late time result will be violated. This
extends the result first found for Einstein’s gravity [39] to general higher order gravities.
It turns out that at very early times, the behavior of complexity heavily depends on
detail of the metric functions. We find that for the various solutions in third order Lovelock
theories, it is either a constant or logarithmically diverges. However, a generic feature is the
critical time tc turns out to be a decreasing function of the higher order couplings, implying
that the complexity evolves faster than that of Schwarzschild black holes.
We further study the time dependence of complexity for charged Lovelock black holes
with an inner horizon. With sufficient charge, the complexity roughly behaves the same
as that in Einstein’s gravity. However, for smaller charges, the two have some significant
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differences. In particular, in the uncharged limit, the rate of change of complexity at late
times is universal
lim
q→0
dC
dt
=
2M
pi
, (113)
in contrast to the non-universal results for the neutral black holes. The reason for the
mismatch can be attributed to the inequality (100), which results from a sudden change of
the causal structure. In fact, we find that the two differ by a fixed constant in the whole
time evolution.
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A The Noether charge for third order Lovelock gravities
Our discussions in section (3.1) on the action growth rate for general higher order gravities
strongly relies on the identity (33), which connects the bulk Lagrangian and the Noether
charge associated to a stationary black hole. In fact, from the Wald-Iyer formalism [83, 84],
the Noether charge for a higher order gravity of the form L = L(gµν ;Rµνρσ) can be derived
as
Qµν = −2Eµνρσ∇ρξσ − 4ξρ∇σEµνρσ , (114)
where ξ is a Killing vector and
Eµνρσ ≡ ∂L
∂Rµνρσ
. (115)
Since this quantity is of great importance in our practical calculations in section 4, 5 and
6, here we shall discuss it further, in particular for the third order Lovelock theories.
Certainly, it is straightforward to derive the tensor Eµνρσ for a given gravitational
Lagrangian but one should remember that by definition, the tensor Eµνρσ shares indices
symmetries of the Riemainnian tensor, namely
Eµνρσ = E[µν][ρσ] = Eρσµν , E[µνρ]σ = 0 . (116)
This is important to avoid any mistake in the derivations (it can also be used to check
whether the result is trustworthy or not). As simple examples, we would like to provide the
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results for some low-lying curvature polynomials: L = R ,R2µν , R2µνρσ. We have
R : Eµνρσ = gρ[µgν]σ = 12
(
gµρgνσ − gµσgνρ) ,
R2µν : E
µνρσ = gρ[µRν]σ − gσ[µRν]ρ ,
R2µνρσ : E
µνρσ = 2Rµνρσ . (117)
Here and below, it should not be confused that we always use Eµνρσ to denote the tensor
associated to a single curvature polynomial. From these results, it is straightforward to
derive the Noether charge (58) for Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity. We rewrite the result as
follows
QµνEGB = −2
(
∇[µξν] + 2λ `2(D−3)(D−4)
(
R∇[µξν] − 4Rσ[µ∇σξν] +Rµνσρ∇σξρ
))
. (118)
For the third order Lovelock gravities (72), the Noether charge can be formally written as
Qµν = QµνEGB + µ `
4
3(D−3)(D−4)(D−5)(D−6) Qµν3 , (119)
where Qµν3 stands for the Noether charge for the cubic Lagrangian L3 in (73). To calculate
Qµν3 , one needs first calculate the corresponding tensor Eµνρσ for each curvature polynomial
of L3. Since the derivations are simple and straightforward, we just present the final results
in the following
R3 : Eµνρσ = 3R2gρ[µgν]σ ,
RR2µνρσ : E
µνρσ = 2RRµνρσ + gρ[µgν]σR2αβγδ ,
RR2µν : E
µνρσ = gρ[µgν]σR2αβ +R
(
gρ[µRν]σ − gσ[µRν]ρ) ,
RµνρσRµρRνσ : E
µνρσ = Rρ[µRν]σ +Rαβ
(
gρ[µRν]ασβ − gσ[µRν]αρβ) ,
RµνRµσR
σ
ν : E
µνρσ =
3
2
(
gρ[µRν]αR
ασ − gσ[µRν]αRαρ
)
,
RµνρσRρσνλR
λ
µ : E
µνρσ = 2R[µα R
ν]αρσ − 1
2
(
gρ[µRν]αβγRσαβγ − gσ[µRν]αβγRραβγ
)
,
Rµν αρR
αβ
νσR
ρσ
µβ : E
µνρσ =
3
2
(
Rασβ[µR
ν] ρ
α β −Rαρβ[µRν] σα β
)
,
RµναβRαβρσR
ρσ
µν : E
µνρσ = 3RµναβR ρσαβ . (120)
With these results in hand, it is easy to compute Qµν3 via (114).
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